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Abstract
Standard specifications that realize mutual availability in data distribution are indis-
pensable for cooperation between different fields. On the other hand, the forming 
standardization processes that allow many different things such as physical objects 
and services to be connected through the Internet, generate costs and require time 
to form consensus due to stakeholder diversification. To adapt to social evolution 
and use of big data generated by a massive amount of distributed data, establishing 
a method to develop a standard of data specification that involves a large number of 
diverse industries and stakeholders is necessary. The paper analyzes the evolution of 
the Standard Developing Organizations (SDOs) management policy for data-related 
technologies and discusses strategies for encouraging data transactions with rapid 
standardization processes and early diffusion.

Keywords Standardization · Interoperability · Implementation-oriented policy · 
GitHub

1  Background

1.1  Data

Standard specifications for realizing mutual availability in data distribution are 
indispensable for cross-disciplinary collaboration. To realize compatibility 
among distributed data resources, there must be a common syntax and vocabu-
lary, as well as other specifications. Increase of data transaction is never realized 
without exchanges among diversified data providers that generate data accord-
ing to common specifications. Standardization of data specification is therefore 
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indispensable. To formulate standard specifications in a society where all things 
are connected, however, creates a concern that consensus-building will generate 
costs and require time due to the diversification of stakeholders, such as firms 
within diversified industries, data service providers with distributed data, and all 
data subjects.

To generate big data, such as learning data for artificial intelligence, it is neces-
sary to integrate data provided by a wide variety of entities. Therefore, when data 
formats and vocabularies are created based on different specifications, difficulties 
in conversing data and integrated analysis are inevitable. To realize interopera-
bility, standardization is needed. Technical standard specifications are an impor-
tant element in the cooperation of an unspecified number of entities through data 
exchanges [1]. However, it is difficult, and reaching consensus among diversified 
stakeholders with conflicting interests is expensive.

AI and information technologies have advanced and are encouraged to develop 
novel services rapidly. The suitable specifications and requirement for specifica-
tions are also changing and increasing rapidly. To realize innovations with usage 
of distributed data resources, new standardized specifications for functions must 
be developed and diffused. However, standardization of technical specifications 
tends to be implemented by factors other than pure technical content (uncertainty, 
changes in the competitive environment, etc.) [2]. Moreover, once the specifica-
tions are fixed, it is very difficult to revise them because of the direct effect of net-
work externalities [3, 4]. Designing a standardization process is a critical factor 
to realize compatibility among diversified data resources, making big data with 
distributed data providers, and increasing data exchange.

Standards bodies have evolved the processes to create specifications to build 
consensus among various stakeholders and at the same time that early dissemi-
nation is achieved. This paper unravels the evolution of the management policy 
around SDOs and examines governance for the realization of a data distribution 
society to design a technological platform for data exchange among stakeholders 
and industries with diversified cultures and conflicting interests.

1.2  The Confusion Over Standards

More applications based on the premise of data linkage among diversified devices 
and services, such as smart cities, autonomous cars, and other innovations, have 
been developed and implemented as proof of concept. Where data are exchanged 
across organizations, such as the spread of Internet of Things (IoT), the increased 
amount of sensor data that must be analyzed by Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 
digital transformation will be widely promoted, and the standardization of data 
will be promoted accordingly. Both the public and private sectors have advocated 
for this movement.

However, there is some confusion regarding the interpretation and definition 
of the standards. The term ‘standards’ can have different meanings and confusing 
them may complicate the discussion.
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1.3  Role of Standards

Wiegmann et al. classified standards into committee-based, market-based, and gov-
ernment-based standards [1]. Cargill also described the committee-based standard 
as consensus-based [5]. David and Greenstein categorized standards as “sponsored” 
and “unsponsored,” according to whether they were proprietary or public domain. 
They also used two other categories: standards agreements arrived from within and 
published by voluntary standards-writing organizations; and mandated standards, 
which are promulgated by governmental agencies that have some regulatory author-
ity [6]. In recent years, these classifications have stopped being mutually exclusive, 
and standards are often formed through hybrid processes. In some cases, multiple 
specifications have been adopted as standards, according to the strategies of national 
governments, and particular specifications have diffused through market competi-
tion. In some cases, specifications that have been agreed upon by a private standard-
ization body are later certified as de jure standards. The International Organization 
for Standardization (ISO), an organization that develops public standards, includes 
a fast-track rule that quickly adopts specifications developed by private bodies, such 
as the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and ECMA International, as public 
standards.

1.4  Evolution of the Standardizing Process

The more applications run on the Web, the more diversified industries engage in the 
standardization process. The increase in, and diversification of, participants causes 
delays in the standardization process [7–9]. For such complex systems, implementa-
tions and standardization tend to be determined more by political and organizational 
factors than by technological viewpoints [2].

To shorten the standardizing process and encourage the diffusion of standardized 
specifications, SDOs have tried to evolve their development processes. The Internet 
Engineering Task Force (IETF) adopted a “rough-consensus, running-code” policy, 
a decision-making policy in which consensus is confirmed, not by a rigid agree-
ment formation process but by a gradual method, such as applause, in contrast to 
the bureaucratic and political approach of the ISO [10]. On the other hand, the W3C 
introduced an “implementation-oriented policy.” Under this policy, no proposed 
specification is ever certified as a standard without more than two implementation 
cases. Therefore, proponents are encouraged to promote engineers outside of the 
W3C to implement and give feedback on the specifications during the very early 
stages of the process [11].

In recent years, standards have often been formed through hybrid processes. In 
some cases, multiple specifications have been adopted as standards on a policy basis, 
and as a result, particular specifications have become widespread through market 
competition and private consensus standards have been adopted as de jure standards. 
As I mentioned below, the ISO has a fast-track system that quickly adopts private 
standard specifications, such as W3C and ECMA International, as public standards.
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1.5  The Ambiguity of “Openness”

De facto standards are established through market competition among private com-
panies. Such standardization activities are based on the premise of enclosing tech-
nologies. Firms make profits by licensing intellectual property. Therefore, the speci-
fications of de facto standards are managed as proprietary and in a closed manner. 
On the other hand, the de jure standard is compiled by the governments of each 
country along with public organizations, such as the ISO and is often a requirement 
for public sector procurement or customs clearance. However, the status of “public” 
does not mean “open.” Printed ISO specifications are “sold,” and the contents can-
not be viewed without purchasing.

First, the word “open” is used in various contexts. The term “Open Source Soft-
ware” (OSS) is often used. The Open Source Definition of an Open Source Initiative 
includes the following:

• Free redistribution;
• The program must include source code and must allow distribution in source 

code as well as in a compiled form;
• License must not be specific to a product;
• License must be technology neutral.1

The Open Source Definition includes not only the freedom to browse and use 
source code but also the freedom to develop source code. However, even for soft-
ware and specifications defined as “open,” the meaning of “open” may differ. In 
some OSSs, such as the Android operating system from Google, participation in the 
development process is restricted to engineers belonging to a specific company. To 
claim to be “open,” it should be assumed that access to deliverables is not restricted. 
However, even if access to deliverables is open, various rules are established and 
operative for participation in the development and formulation process. In other 
words, there are many cases where “closed processes” are in place even for so-called 
“open standards.” There are differences between source codes and software stand-
ards. However, this kind of open, free for everyone to participate, might also work 
for standards, especially compatible ones. Therefore, the hypothesis below can be 
depicted.

H1: Clarified definition of “open” and diversification in development “process” 
contributes to rapidity of standardization and meets diversified needs and fast 
diffusion.

1 The Open Source Initiative (2007). The Open Source Definition version 1.9 http:// www. opens ource. jp/ 
osd retrieved in December 17th, 2020.

http://www.opensource.jp/osd
http://www.opensource.jp/osd
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2  Related Works

2.1  The Functions of Standards

Many firms, such as Amazon [12], have opened application programming interfaces 
(APIs) with their own business models [13], and constitute the API economy [14]. 
The API economy consists of data with different specifications according to each 
data provider. Few data providers focus on interoperability among data from dif-
ferent firms. Therefore, there have come to be data aggregators, brokers, and ser-
vice providers to utilize data from different sources [15, 16]. There have also been 
attempts to realize data interoperability with standardization such as RDF, XML at 
the W3C and eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) [17].

There are various categorizations of standards, and each has different features. 
Researchers classify standards in two ways: quality/safety standards and interoper-
ability/compatible standards [6, 18, 19]. This paper focuses on compatibility stand-
ards that work to realize interoperability. Compatibility standards are highly network 
external. Therefore, it is difficult to compete with technologically differentiated 
specifications based on de facto standards, because the direct network effect pro-
duces a lock-in effect [4, 20], and switching costs prevent users and complemen-
tary goods suppliers from adopting more effective or sophisticated specifications 
[21]. Excess inertia is locked into nonoptimal technology, such as the QWERTY 
keyboard [22]. Therefore, the first-mover strategy [23] is effective for compatible 
standard-setting. Proposers of standards for open systems tend to adopt a strategy 
of “priming” future expectations [24, 25]. Compatibility is realized only with agree-
ment among stakeholders, including agreement on standards set by market compe-
tition. Therefore, standardization must involve a competition–cooperation interplay 
during multi-firm technology coordination [26].

2.2  User Participation

Perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use contribute to the acceptance of 
information technology [27, 28]. User participation in development contributes to 
satisfaction with information systems [29]. User–developer communication is also 
an important factor for the success of an information system [30]. System devel-
opers can recognize the needs of users and establish satisfactory progress through 
supplier–user [31] and developer–user [32] interactions. Innovation through these 
kinds of interactions can be referred to as forming innovation communities [33] 
with users. It is necessary to encourage developers outside of the SDO to engage in 
development processes.

2.3  Co‑opetition

Computers and smart phones have been diffused globally. More and more devices 
are connected to the Internet. Using Web-based services, users can collaborate 
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through the Internet. The Internet and related information technologies have ena-
bled distributed collaboration across geographical and organizational barriers. OSS 
development projects are common for distributed collaborations [34].

Most online collaborations are performed with common objects such as develop-
ing one certain software or module of systems. However, not all online collabora-
tions proceed with common objects. Standardization is a typical case of collabora-
tion with conflicting interests. Google, Apple, Microsoft, and IBM competed and 
cooperated to develop the HTML5 web standard at the W3C; this is a typical case of 
co-opetition [35, 36], which is not a new phenomenon. However, the advancement 
of information technologies has led to collaboration among more diversified stake-
holders. Development projects, such as OSS or open standards, through collabora-
tion among diversified stakeholders, are private-collective models [37].

There are an increasing number of collaborative developments with complex 
structures that should be analyzed. If collaboration procedures are open, a project’s 
intellectual property can be publicly and freely available and, at the same time, gov-
ernable [38]. To address the difficulties of open distributed development, new tools 
for collaboration have been developed. Communities of OSS developers are used 
to manage their projects with a newsgroup, Internet relay chat (IRC), and emails. 
However, such media do not have the necessary functions to facilitate various kinds 
of proposals, such as bug tracking and sharing change logs. Therefore, tools for effi-
cient collaboration on projects have been invented and adopted. Issue tracker and 
Bugzilla are services that make lists of issues and bugs to be fixed and share proce-
dures for solving them. Such tools have enabled communities to divide and assign 
tasks among participants. New collaborative tools provide log data suitable for qual-
itative analysis, such as statistical analysis, including network analysis. However, 
analyzing cooperation among stakeholders with conflicting interests by qualitative 
data analysis is inadequate, simply, because contribution cannot be assessed with the 
number of posts for mailing lists or lines of code. Data that enable analysis of the 
context of each action are needed.

Two changes solve these difficulties in analysis. One is the introduction of 
GitHub. GitHub is a version control system (VCS) used as a web service. The W3C 
has adopted GitHub, Bugzilla, and other open platforms for standardization pro-
cesses. GitHub provides rich information on software/standard development pro-
jects, such as change logs, participants (who and how), and discussions about all 
proposals. VCS has enabled leaders of projects to more easily manage proposals of 
new functions and avoid conflicts in code. Web-based VCS enables the handling 
of complex collaborative projects among distributed organizations from distributed 
sites. GitHub also provides log data of who submits proposals, how proposals are 
evaluated, and procedures of merging codes. The second helpful change is the emer-
gence of discussions over blogs and social network services. Firms more frequently 
post-press releases on their websites. Moreover, related individuals post their opin-
ions and claims on blogs and SNS. Such articles and posts enable us to recognize 
the details of discussions more precisely.

Qualitative studies, especially case studies, are conducted using various sources. 
For example, Yin classified data resources for case study into six groups, as fol-
lows: (1) documentation, (2) archival records, (3) interviews, (4) direct observations, 
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(5) participatory observation, and (6) physical artifacts [39]. The entirety of online 
distributed collaboration activities cannot be observed directly by individuals. It is 
difficult to conduct interviews with key persons in dispersed locations. However, it 
is possible to access entire activities, attitudes, and evaluations for proposals of indi-
vidual participants through the project repository of GitHub, blogs, and other social 
media. Moreover, such platforms provide data both for qualitative and quantitative 
analyses. This change enables us to adopt a multi-method research design that pro-
vides different perspectives on a particular phenomenon [40]. Rich data that implies 
a context makes interpretive studies possible.

There are still challenges in utilizing such emerging data. One challenge is find-
ing a method to evaluate the accuracy and orthodoxy of distributed data. Individual 
participants post their opinions and propose their specifications without the authori-
zation of their parent organizations, making it difficult to evaluate the importance 
and orthodoxy of each action. Lower credibility for the addressed dates of publica-
tions makes it difficult to form an accurate timeline of events. Occasionally, articles 
on the Web disappear. Although some Web archive services, such as the Internet 
Archive, exist, there is no common rule for handling archived Web pages. Therefore, 
it is necessary to establish a method to handle such emerging data in accordance 
with the various features of the Web.

2.4  Dilemma Between Interoperability and Innovation

The generation of big data by accumulating diverse data is expected to lead to inno-
vation. Since the original meaning of innovation denotes a new combination [41], it 
can be expected that the combination of previously uncombined data resources will 
promote innovation.

On the other hand, interoperability or convertibility is necessary for generating 
machine-readable data resources for AI analysis. Common technological speci-
fications—in other words, standards—play an important role in promoting data 
exchange for emerging applications.

However, standards also have the ability to prevent innovation [42], because they 
work by reducing the variety of goods [43]. Moreover, excess inertia causes stand-
ards to be locked into once-spread specifications [3]. Interoperability encourages 
data integration among diversified sources. At the same time, standards prevent data 
owners from changing their original or industry-specific specifications. Standards 
cause existing businesses to be more efficiently designed according to industry-spe-
cific rules. However, they also interfere with the creation of innovation through new 
cross-industry data transactions.

3  Scope of this Study, Analysis Target, and Method

In this study, with assumed use cases of exchanging various kinds of data among 
diversified industries, I analyze the process design and its influence on the standardi-
zation of data itself, as well as the protocol technology for data exchange.
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Currently, when data are exchanged across organizations, it occurs mostly via the 
Internet. The World Wide Web occupies an important position as an interface with 
users. Interoperability among data are realized with common formats, vocabularies, 
protocols, metadata definitions and so on. Therefore, in this study, I adopt two cases: 
the IETF, which is responsible for formulating standard specifications for Internet 
technology, especially data formats such as JSON and protocols such as HTTP; and 
the W3C, which is responsible for formulating standard specifications, especially 
vocabularies such as HTML, RDF and DCAT, for Web technology and for inductive 
and qualitative analysis process analysis [39, 44].

A case study approach [39] is used, because there are few cases of standardiza-
tion involving diversified participants. Since the phenomenon of interest is emerging 
and is as yet under-theorized, the inductive case study approach is suitable for our 
research [39, 44]. This inductive hypothesis-building study attempts to develop gen-
eralizable conclusions from a rare event.

As an intern, I conducted fieldwork at the W3C office in Japan from April 2010 
to March 2013 and analyzed the flow of the standardization process as defined by 
the mailing list archives of the working groups (Table 1), meeting minutes, technical 
documents, and public relations materials. This analysis involved a study of internal 
documents and emails from the archives issued since the SDO was established. Fur-
thermore, I conducted interviews with individuals from the W3C staff and member 
organizations, as well as with developers outside of W3C member organizations.

4  Case Study

4.1  IETF

4.1.1  Academic Mode of Standardization

The Internet originated from a network development project by academic research-
ers sponsored by the US Department of Defense. Currently, the IETF’s “Technical 
Documents Certified as Standard” is referred to as the Request for Comment (RFC). 
The name RFC was adopted, instead of Standard, to emphasize that it was an infor-
mal text, as it was a Pentagon project at the time of the Cold War but escaped confi-
dentiality [45].

In this case, to “escape confidentiality” means that the development of the Inter-
net itself, rather than the Internet standard, was carried out through an open process. 
Academic researchers commissioned by the Department of Defense as “individuals” 
conducted a development process through peer reviews, information sharing, and 
discussions, following the rules of the academic community.

The “rough-consensus, running-code” policy has become widespread as an 
explicit policy as stakeholders spread to companies due to internationalization and 
the lifting of the ban on commercial use. Rough consensus is a method of decid-
ing a policy by confirming a loose consensus (specifically, confirmed by applause) 
rather than by pursuing strict consensus building, and running code is a rule that 
requires that multiple operating and mutually available implementation examples be 
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presented in advance to promote the proposed specification to the standardization 
process [10].

A large-scale interoperability test event, called Interop, has come to be held regu-
larly to promote the creation of implementation cases. Interop was first held in the 
United States in August 1986 and has been held regularly since. Such events have 
encouraged specification proposals and promoted standardization processes.

Working group discussions are facilitated by mailing lists and face-to-face meet-
ings held three times a year. The venues are located around the United States, 
Europe, and other regions. This procedure may be evaluated as sufficiently open. 

Table 1  Mailing list archives 
analyzed in this paper

Sum (emails) 237,243

General management of W3C
 w3c-ac-members@w3.org 3932
 w3c-ac-forum@w3.org 8754
 tag@w3.org 9791
 public-new-work@w3.org 483
 chairs@w3.org 8717
 public-w3process@w3.org 1844

HTML (3.2/4/5), XHTML (1/1.1/2.0)
 html-erb@w3.org 2553
 www-html@w3.org 18,128
 public-html@w3.org 44,850
 w3c-html-wg@w3.org 14,359
 w3c-html-cg@w3.org 7352
 public-hypertext-cg@w3.org 179
 public-xhtml2@w3.org 1852
 w3c-xhtml-m12n-review@w3.org 142

Document object model
 www-dom@w3.org 8539
 w3c-dom-wg@w3.org 3633
 w3c-dom-ig@w3.org 9836

XForms
 www-forms@w3.org 6242
 public-forms@w3.org 2574
 public-forms-tf@w3.org 107

Device side APIs and related technologies/Web Intents
 member-appformats@w3.org 1123
 public-webapps@w3.org 26,768
 public-device-apis@w3.org 6997
 public-webapi@w3.org 4663
 public-web-intents@w3.org 1021

WHATWG 
 whatwg@whatwg.org 42,308
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However, the cost of continuously participating in face-to-face meetings three times 
a year, making a wide network of contacts on the spot, familiarizing oneself with 
complicated rules, and then proposing specifications to adopt them as standards, is 
not reasonable for everyone.

In addition, as a network layer standard, device-to-device interoperability testing 
is built into the standardization process in the SDO. It requires developing a proto-
type for testing and bringing it to the test site. In reality, this hurdle is not insignifi-
cant; it is arguably as high as the application and layers above it.

4.1.2  Introduction of GitHub

GitHub is a cloud-based collaboration platform for software development that pro-
vides the function of a concurrent version system (CVS) and issue tracker, among 
other functions. The GitHub system was developed with Git, a version control sys-
tem originally developed for use with Linux, and used by other open source software 
development communities.

There are several software programs that provide version management functions 
with Git as a source code. Among them, GitHub is one of the most popular and 
has been adopted by SDOs such as IETF, W3C, and Open Geospatial Consortium 
(OGC), as well as companies and government agencies for specification formulation 
and demo package creation and distribution. It is also used by individuals and firms 
to publish source code and platforms for collaborative development.

4.1.3  Changes in IETF

At the IETF, GitHub has come into use informally in discussions on specification 
development. Based on this situation, an official discussion on how to use GitHub 
in standardization is needed. The first draft2 of RFC 8875, entitled “GitHub Con-
figuration for IETF Working Groups” was posted on September 14, 2018. The pro-
posal came to be known as RFC 8875 (Working Group GitHub Administration), on 
August 27, 2020.3 The first draft4 entitled “Using GitHub at the IETF” was posted 
on February 14, 2019. This proposal has come to be known as RFC 8874 (Working 
Group GitHub Usage Guidance), on August 27, 2020.5

Until then, IETF had been running a version management system for official tech-
nical documents called IETF Datatracker which was developed based on Subversion. 

2 Draft-cooper-wugh-github-wg-configuration-00—GitHub Configuration for IETF Working Groups 
https:// datat racker. ietf. org/ doc/ draft- cooper- wugh- github- wg- confi gurat ion/ 00/ retrieved on December 
17th, 2020.
3 Working Group GitHub Administration RFC 8875 https:// datat racker. ietf. org/ doc/ rfc88 75/ retrieved on 
December 17th, 2020.
4 Draft-thomson-git-using-github-00—Using GitHub at the IETF https:// datat racker. ietf. org/ doc/ draft- 
thoms on- git- using- github/ retrieved on December 17th, 2020.
5 Working Group GitHub Usage Guidance RFC 8874 https:// datat racker. ietf. org/ doc/ rfc88 74/ retrieved 
on December 17th, 2020.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-cooper-wugh-github-wg-configuration/00/
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/rfc8875/
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-thomson-git-using-github/
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-thomson-git-using-github/
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/rfc8874/
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However, with the publication of the two RFCs, more discussion and editing of doc-
uments will be conducted on the GitHub repository than ever before.

Due to the global COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, the IETF has changed the form 
of its regular meetings from face-to-face to online. With the introduction of GitHub, 
it is becoming easier for engineers who are unfamiliar with IETF to participate in 
and contribute to standard development.

4.2  W3C

4.2.1  Establishment as an industrial consortium

Whereas the IETF did not distinguish between members and non-members, took 
the form of participation on an individual basis, and disclosed everything from the 
proposal specifications to the content of the discussion, the W3C defined itself as 
an “industrial consortium.” The W3C has adopted a membership system for each 
group, such as a company or organization. The right to vote and propose specifica-
tions are granted only to membership organizations that pay the annual membership 
fee. The adoption of the paid membership system was aimed at limiting the num-
ber of stakeholders participating in the discussion, and promptly formulating and 
disseminating the specifications required by the industry. However, not all specifi-
cations developed by the W3C have come to be effective as standards. For exam-
ple, in the 1990s, Microsoft and Netscape Communications implemented their own 
extended specifications in their products to differentiate themselves, resulting in a 
lack of mutual availability between browsers.

Extensible Hypertext Markup Language (XHTML), which was developed by the 
W3C as a successor to HTML4.01, has not been widely implemented in browsers, 
and was overtaken by HTML5, developed by the Web Hypertext Applications Tech-
nology Working Group (WHATWG), a grass-roots community of engineers work-
ing outside the W3C.

Not only is there fragmentation among members within the W3C, but there has 
been competition between the W3C and other standards bodies. JavaScript, which 
was originally proposed to the W3C, is instead being standardized by ECMA 
International.

The ability to formulate effective standard specifications quickly is an important 
factor that constitutes a competitive advantage among standardization bodies. As a 
result, the W3C has evolved to include more diversified stakeholders in the stand-
ardization process.

4.2.2  Internal institutionalization of standardization process

Just after the establishment of the W3C (1994–1995), the institutional design of 
the process was not clearly stated, and there was no working group for institutional 
design. The Process Editorial Review Board (ERB) was established to design the 
standardization process in 1996. However, the operating rules, including the method 
of selecting members, were not clearly stated, and which groups had authority was 
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not clearly established. The discussion was conducted through the mailing lists of 
the Advisory Committee, representatives of member organizations, and working 
group chairs. In other words, only some of the W3C management staff, one rep-
resentative from each member organization, and the chair of each working group 
discussed standardization process management through multiple dispersed channels.

In January 2000, a dedicated mailing list (Process-issues@w3.org) was set up to 
discuss the standardization process. This allows members other than Advisory Com-
mittee representatives and working group chairs to participate in the discussion.

4.2.3  Incorporating Non‑members into Standardization Process

Implementation-oriented policy, one of the most characteristic features in the W3C 
standardization process, was adopted in the November 11, 1999 version of the pro-
cess document. As implementation-oriented policy was introduced, the W3C also 
began to introduce the implementation principle, which emphasizes the creation of 
implementation cases and feedback by external third parties. The W3C then began 
to implement measures to expand the stakeholders who participate in the specifi-
cation process. The interest group (IG) in which non-members can participate was 
established in the July 18, 2003 version of the process document.

At the end of the twentieth century, XHTML and HTML5 were competing to be 
the successor to HTML4.01. XHTML, a new specification with superior in semantic 
processing by XML technology, advocated by IBM and director Tim Berners-Lee, 
was declared the successor in 1998. However, XHTML did not diffuse because of its 
lack of backward compatibility.

HTML5, which maintains backward compatibility and incorporates new features, 
was not initially accepted within W3C. Therefore, the specification was developed at 
the WHATWG, an external grass-roots engineers’ community. It was supported by 
Apple, Google, and other browser vendors besides Microsoft. HTML5-compatible 
browsers were released, and their proposal had become more popular than XHTML 
among web content developers and end-users. In other words, the specifications for-
mulated within the W3C did not become widespread and were replaced by specifi-
cations developed externally.

The W3C finally ended the development of XHTML and decided to adopt 
HTML5 as the successor to HTML4.01. At that time, the issue was how to handle 
the activities of the WHATWG, which is an external community, and which edited 
the drafts of the specification.

Eventually, the W3C decided to treat the entire WHATWG activity as a commu-
nity group (CG) of the SDO. A CG is a new type of group introduced in W3C and 
is defined as an open forum for discussions in the pre-stage of the standardization 
process in the working group.

The competition between XHTML and HTML5 has resulted in non-members 
being more involved in the specification process than ever before. In addition, as the 
activities of WHATWG were merged into the standardization process of the W3C as 
they were, more collaboration tools developed outside of the W3C began to be used 
more in the standardization process of the W3C, where most tools had previously 
been developed by themselves.
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4.2.4  Standardizing Process Update to Open More

The major revision items of the process document that define the specification 
development process in W3C are as follows.

• Introduction of implementation-oriented policy in the November 11, 1999 edi-
tion;

• Introduction of an Interest Group, where non-members can participate, in the 
April 17, 2003 edition;

• Revision of the W3C Process Interest Group, a “public” group to discuss the 
revision of the process document, was established at the Technical Plenary and 
Advisory Committee annual meeting in November 2011;

• The forum for process document revision discussions was moved to GitHub on 
April 21, 2017.

With the introduction of an implementation-oriented policy, implementation 
cases can be developed long before the completion of the standardization process, 
and rapid dissemination can be realized. At the same time, feedback from various 
external stakeholders responsible for implementation can be reflected in the standard 
specifications (Fig. 1).

Not only that, but the introduction of the new policy also opened up discussions 
on rule revisions, which are the basis of standardization bodies, such as the operat-
ing policy of the standard specification development process.

The decision to revise the process document in an interest group that non-mem-
bers can participate in means increases diversity in the group of participants who 
review rules. In other words, specifications tend to meet the needs of diverse indus-
tries and stakeholders.

4.2.5  Open Collaborative Project for Testing Program Development

Newly introduced specifications never completely alleviate all bugs and problems. 
The more specifications there are, the more possibilities there will be of con-
flicts among specifications. Moreover, installations of new functions to standards 

Fig. 1  Implementation-oriented 
policy of the standardization 
process at the W3C

Development activities

• Most existing standardization processes

• Process based on implementation-oriented 
policy at W3C

Fixed Compatible goods/ 
services supplied

Fixed

Feedback

Implementation Implementation

Feedback

Development
activities
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sometimes hinder interoperability among browsers, because not all browser vendors 
can efficiently implement the proposed specifications. Therefore, test programs are 
indispensable for software standardization.

Test programs that check whether there are bugs or conflicts with other standards 
are indispensable in developing software standards such as software programs. They 
are required not only to detect problems with specifications themselves but also to 
check whether web browsers are compatible. The W3C has made a test program 
development project open to the public.

The development of a testing program is an important procedure in standardiza-
tion. The W3C team staff has developed testing programs for XHTML and earlier 
versions of specifications. On the other hand, HTML5 is a much larger specification 
because its role has been extended to that of a runtime environment for applications. 
This means it is impossible for the W3C team to develop test programs for the entire 
specification.

The solution was proposed by engineers of member companies. A collaborative 
development project of the HTML5 testing programs was proposed by Paul Irish 
from Google and Divya Manian from Adobe in 2011.6 The project, known as “Move 
the Web Forward,” was designed to allow developers outside of W3C to participate. 
The goal of the project was stated on the website, as follows:

Our goal is to make it easy for anyone to get started contributing to the platform, 
whether that’s learning more about how it works, teaching others, or writing specs.7

In July 2012, the project held a hackathon focusing on developing a test program 
with Adobe’s support.8 Not only employees of Adobe, but also the W3C team, engi-
neers from major browser vendors of Google, Mozilla, and Microsoft took part in 
the event, as lecturers or other staff members.9,10 The hackathon included events 
called “Test the Web Forward” in China, France, Australia, Japan, and so on (Fig. 2).

The W3C began to sponsor the event from October 2012,11 and the event has 
been one of the official activities of the W3C since October 2013.12,13

The test programs developed at these hackathons are stored and shared on 
GitHub. The W3C tends to develop tools, including teleconference systems, on their 

6 Irish, P. (2011, December 3). Moving the Web Forward. Paul Irish—I Make the Www Fun. Retrieved 
June 25, 2014, from http:// www. pauli rish. com/ 2011/ moving- the- web- forwa rd/.
7 Adobe Systems (2012). Move the Web Forward. Retrieved June 25, 2014, from http:// movet heweb 
forwa rd. org/.
8 Test the Web Forward http:// rhauck. github. io/ testt wf- 2013/#/ 10.
9 World Wide Web Consortium (2012). Speakers. Test the Web Forward San Francisco. Retrieved June 
25, 2014, from http:// testt heweb forwa rd. org/ events/ 2012/ sanfr ancis co. html# speak ers.
10 World Wide Web Consortium (2012). Experts. Test the Web Forward San Francisco. Retrieved June 
25, 2014, from http:// testt heweb forwa rd. org/ events/ 2012/ sanfr ancis co. html# exper ts.
11 Berjon, R. (2012, October 1). Test the Web Forward. W3C Blog. Retrieved June 25, 2014, from http:// 
www. w3. org/ blog/ 2012/ 10/ test- the- web- forwa rd/.
12 Langel, T. (2013, October 30). Welcoming Test the Web Forward to W3C. W3C Blog. Retrieved June 
25, 2014, from http:// www. w3. org/ blog/ 2013/ 10/ welco ming- testt wf- to- w3c/.
13 Hauck, R. (2013, October 30). Test the Web Forward: Now Part of the W3C. Web Platform Team 
Blog. Retrieved June 25, 2014, from http:// blogs. adobe. com/ webpl atform/ 2013/ 10/ 30/ test- the- web- forwa 
rd- now- part- of- the- w3c/.

http://www.paulirish.com/2011/moving-the-web-forward/
http://movethewebforward.org/
http://movethewebforward.org/
http://rhauck.github.io/testtwf-2013/#/10
http://testthewebforward.org/events/2012/sanfrancisco.html#speakers
http://testthewebforward.org/events/2012/sanfrancisco.html#experts
http://www.w3.org/blog/2012/10/test-the-web-forward/
http://www.w3.org/blog/2012/10/test-the-web-forward/
http://www.w3.org/blog/2013/10/welcoming-testtwf-to-w3c/
http://blogs.adobe.com/webplatform/2013/10/30/test-the-web-forward-now-part-of-the-w3c/
http://blogs.adobe.com/webplatform/2013/10/30/test-the-web-forward-now-part-of-the-w3c/
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own. On the contrary, Move the Web Forward succeeds in escaping from the “not-
invent-here” syndrome.

Codes developed through Test the Web Forward are stored and managed in the 
repository of w3c/web-platform-tests on GitHub14 (Fig.  3). This repository also 
includes educational materials for test program development.15

The W3C had already utilized Bugzilla, a web-based bug tracker, in the process 
of specification development.16 Extending areas, which are open to the public via the 
mailing lists of Bugzilla and GitHub—both of which are tools developed through 
OSS projects—increase the diversity of stakeholders in the standardization process. 
Test the Web Forward changes the role of developers outside of the W3C from users 
simply offering feedback to collaborators in test program development. Participation 
in developing activities works to promote emerging specifications.

Generally, there are high thresholds for joining OSS developers’ communi-
ties [46]. Engineers need to achieve a very high level of domain knowledge and 
experience. Originally developed tools were used throughout the standardization 

Fig. 2  Pictures from Test the Web Forward, Tokyo, 2013. Hauck, R. (2013, June 26). Test the Web For-
ward Tokyo! Web Platform Team Blog. Retrieved June 25, 2014, from http:// blogs. adobe. com/ webpl 
atform/ 2013/ 06/ 26/ test- the- web- forwa rd- tokyo/ 

14 Web-platform-tests GitHub. Retrieved June 25, 2014, from https:// github. com/ w3c/ web- platf orm- tests
15 Rebecca Hauck, R. (N.D.). Retrieved June 25, 2014, from http:// adobe. github. io/ web- platf orm/ prese 
ntati ons/ test- the- web- forwa rd- tutor ial/ index. html#/
16 W3C’s Main Page of Bugzilla. Retrieved June 25, 2014, from https:// www. w3. org/ Bugs/ Public/.

http://blogs.adobe.com/webplatform/2013/06/26/test-the-web-forward-tokyo/
http://blogs.adobe.com/webplatform/2013/06/26/test-the-web-forward-tokyo/
https://github.com/w3c/web-platform-tests
http://adobe.github.io/web-platform/presentations/test-the-web-forward-tutorial/index.html#
http://adobe.github.io/web-platform/presentations/test-the-web-forward-tutorial/index.html#
https://www.w3.org/Bugs/Public/
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process at the W3C. Although the standardization process is open, there are still 
obstacles for beginners to contribute, including the manipulation of tools and rec-
ognition of abbreviations. The W3C and other open SDOs face the same difficul-
ties as OSS projects.

There are many cases where users take part in the development process of soft-
ware through the use of beta versions to find bugs. On the other hand, the use 
of GitHub in the development process of HTML5 allows a collaboration among 
producers and users for the coding of test programs that had previously been done 
only by producers.

The open process encourages developers outside of organizations to contribute 
to increasing implementation cases and provide feedback. An increase in imple-
mentation cases and improvement in the specification leads to further diffusion.

More developers outside of organizations have come to take part in standard 
development activities. Testing the Web Forward is one of the reasons for this. In 
an interview, Philippe Le Hégaret, Interaction domain leader of the W3C, stated 
as follows:

Fig. 3  Repository of w3c/web-platform-tests on GitHub.Web-platform-tests GitHub. Retrieved June 25, 
2014, from https:// github. com/ w3c/ web- platf orm- tests

https://github.com/w3c/web-platform-tests
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But that was major change that we do, so if you compare specific on HTML4, we 
never tested HTML. We didn’t have a testbed. But we didn’t have any implementa-
tions, report for HTML4. Because that was really in the late, ah, 1990s. You know. 
Nowadays, we’re trying to ship HTML5, and we need other test, which improves 
test for the feature that comes the differentiation from the HTML4, which we didn’t 
other test at the top.17

Test the Web Forward is an expansion of collaborative activities among the W3C, 
member organizations, and external developers. Hackathon and other events increase 
interface contact among producers and users of the specifications. The collaborative 
development of test programs leads to an increased understanding of specifications 
among developers and encourages further diffusion.

4.2.6  Introducing GitHub in the standardization process.

Other than the Revising W3C Process Document Interest Group, certain working 
groups have been using GitHub for specification development work since before 
2017. At the W3C and the IETF, collaboration tools such as IRC, Bugzilla, and the 
issue tracker have long been used in specification development. With the introduc-
tion of GitHub, a popular tool adopted by many collaborative software development 
projects, it is recognized as clarifying differences between specification versions and 
revising specifications according to feedback through pull requests. In addition, as 
collaboration methods come to be similar to many OSS projects, it can be expected 
to have effects such as reducing barriers to entry for engineers outside of the W3C.

Implementation-oriented processes encourage outside developers to take part in 
the standard development process. The introduction of tools frequently used in OSS 
development is one of the factors that reduce barriers to contributing.

Evans & Wolf [47] pointed out the principles of success in collaboration as 
deploying pervasive collaborative technology, keeping work simple, building com-
munities of trust, thinking modularity, and encouraging teaming. The W3C has sat-
isfied these requirements by implementing OSS-based CVS and bug-trackers and 
increasing developers’ participation in collaboration. Such tools enable modulariz-
ing tasks, increasing the transparency of contribution, and the cooperation of distrib-
uted engineers.

Groups of the W3C conduct their activities with various tools for communica-
tion, such as Google Spreadsheet and CryptPad. Among these groups, the Revising 
W3C Process Community Group, which is in charge of updating the standardization 
process, uses GitHub and existing official tools. Their method could spread to all 
groups. Therefore, I analyzed the method of GitHub utilization and its influence in 
this CG.

Before the introduction of GitHub, discussions were held mainly through the 
mailing list, with the draft revised on HTML. In 2016, just before the introduction 
of GitHub, the maximum number of contributors per month was 16, which occurred 
in May.

17 Interview with Philippe Le Hégaret on August 22, 2012.
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The GitHub repository for Process Document revision was set up on April 21, 
2017. As of December 18, 2020, 19 contributors had participated in the GitHub 
repository. Therefore, the number of contributors did not change much before and 
after the introduction of GitHub.18

Fig. 4  Issues labeled with color tags on repository of W3C Process Document Revision.Issues w3c/
w3process GitHub Retrieved December 25, 2020, from https:// github. com/ w3c/ w3pro cess/ issues

18 Contributors to w3c/w3process GitHub Retrieved December 25, 2020, from https:// github. com/ w3c/ 
w3pro cess/ graphs/ contr ibuto rs.

https://github.com/w3c/w3process/issues
https://github.com/w3c/w3process/graphs/contributors
https://github.com/w3c/w3process/graphs/contributors
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With the introduction of GitHub, the status of updates, such as document revision 
proposals and issue submissions, has become clearer. Issues are labeled with color-
coded tags that help identify relationships among them in the discussion as a whole 
(Fig.  4). In addition, the roles of W3C management staff and member companies 
have been clarified more than ever.

While there were three issues proposed using the issue tracker, which was orig-
inally used between November 2011 and March 2017, five issues were raised on 
GitHub between April 2017 and June 2018. In short, the number of issues discussed 
has increased due to the transition of the issue management tool from the issue 
tracker to GitHub. The introduction of GitHub has led to an increase in participants 
and revitalization of discussions.

5  Discussion

This study analyzes the expansion of developers’ participation in standardization. 
With two cases analysis shows the hypothesis that Clarified definition of “open” and 
diversification in development “process” contributes to rapidity of standardization 
and meets diversified needs and fast diffusion is proved.

Many scholars have analyzed open source software development projects as 
examples of open collaborative innovation. Standardization activities tend to be 
considered as only building consensus among stakeholders with diverse interests. 
However, standardization activities among distributed and diversified industries and 
stakeholders have become more important for users to enjoy the results of IoT- and 
AI-based services with their massive amount of distributed data. Standardization 
management policy is necessary to ensure that diversified stakeholders can reach 
consensus rapidly.

The IETF and W3C are independent of governments and businesses. Therefore, 
their standards are not mandatory, and not all specifications developed there are dif-
fuse. Moreover, they sometimes fail to coordinate members with different proposals 
and implementation cases.

Nonetheless, even though compatibility standards tend to be greatly influenced 
by network externalities, the IETF and the W3C have changed their standardization 
processes to be more open, encouraging wider and more diverse stakeholders to join 
in the process to diffuse specifications more and ensure effectiveness as a standard.

From the standpoint of developing an environment for massive and diversified 
data exchange, it is more important than ever to gather the support of more diverse 
stakeholders to develop common specifications for data such as common syntax, 
vocabulary, and other specifications. This is achieved through opening standardiza-
tion processes and adopting popular collaboration tools such as GitHub. The mean-
ing of “open” should not be limited to the free use of deliverables; the openness of 
process involvement is at least as important.
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